
The Rutland™ M3 mixing system provides screen 
printers with finished inks to create custom colors. 
Finished inks as part of a mixing system are more 
forgiving than a pigment concentrate-based system, 
as they do not require the same level of precision 
of measure, or bases and additives to complete a 
formula.

Rutland M3 inks are very opaque, offering excellent 
coverage on light and dark garments alike. The low-

tack formula allows the inks to print onto 100% cotton 
through a range of mesh counts. It is an excellent color 
matching system for printing onto cotton/polyester 
blends when used with an added underbase with a 
low-bleed white or similar first-down product. Inks 
are formulated to prevent build-up to ensure high 
print efficiencies without requiring downtime to clean 
screens.

    Rutland™ M3 Finished Ink Mixing System Color Card

Pantone® Certified
Mix thousands of 
finished ink colors by 
choosing Pantone® 
colors from our  
IMS3.0 software

Reduced Build-Up
M3 formulations 
ensure high print 
efficiencies without 
the need for down 
time for wiping 
screens

Versatile Printing
Print onto 100% 
cotton, blends, and 
poly blends (blends 
and poly blends 
might require a bleed 
blocker underbase)

Vibrant Colors 
Set of bright and very 
opaque colors helps 
printers achieve the  
stand-out color



1440 
Violet

2441 
Blue #1

2442
Blue #2

2443
Marine

3443
Green

4449
Yellow

6446
Scarlet

6447
Red

1018 
FF FL Magenta

1038 
FF FL Violet

4042 
FF FL Lemon

6057
FF FL Red

This system is created for use with IMS3.0, a 
proprietary color formulation software from Avient 
Specialty Inks. Offering tools for color creation and 
standardizing, IMS3.0 manages daily maneuvers 
in a highly functional ink room by providing color 
management and communication agility. 

Mix thousands of finished ink colors using the  
eight standard colors and four fluorescent colors  
by choosing from Pantone® colors in the IMS3.0 
Mixing Software.

For more information, visit avientspecialtyinks.com

Color Chips: The color chips presented on this color card are simulations of Rutland colors. Slight 
variations may be seen between these chips and actual Rutland inks. Printed results may vary based on 
production methods such as ink film thickness, opacity, and substrate.
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